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A COMMUNITY-DRIVEN SOCIAL EXPERIMENT IN COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS.

GENUINE GROUP WITH A FLAIR FOR THE DRAMATIC. THEY KNOW NOT
TO TAKE THEMSELVES TOO SERIOUSLY AND HAVE A GOOD TIME
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The audit of the project “The Hive Mind” conducted by Saint & Martin, gives them a
total score of 93/100. This audit includes a comprehensive analysis of not only the
contract, but the entire project that we currently have access to during this migration.
This includes smart contracts, wallet distribution and outflows, deep diving into project
authenticity, and tokenomics.

Key findings:

☑ Wallet distribution analysis: Wallet distribution analysis: Concerning the previous
Contract Address. As of May 31st, 2024, there are 224 HIVE holders, with top 10
wallets holding 6.75% of the supply. The top wallet holds 1 billion HIVE ($9.12k). A total
of 52.28 billion HIVE tokens (52.28%) were burned. Taxes collected amount to 1.41
ETH, with a current liquidity/market cap percentage of 31.39%. New taxes will have 1%
go to burning, 1% to marketing, and 1% to liquidity.

☑ Not a Honeypot: The current contract is NOT a honeypot. The owner has taken
extra steps to ensure that the contract is both safe and has cheap gas fees. Even if the
project were to remain unrenounced, these steps taken would help prevent this
contract from being able to ever turn into a honeypot as taxes and other such
variables remain immutable.

☑ Fixed supply: Contract is set to mint during constructor only, so no new coins can
be added. 100 billion coins will be minted during the initial phase.

☑ Transparency: Financials were thoroughly combed through following transactions
out of the CA and tax wallets. Nothing out of the ordinary was found. No attempts
were made to hide any funds or usages. 

☑ Security measures: Several low and informational security issues have been
identified in the application. These have been communicated to the developer to be
handled at their discretion.

☑ Team & Project background check: Project lead is very active within the
community, shares his work, and also images of himself. He has met several of the
people from the community in real life as well, thus doxxing himself. There were no
red flags in the background check conducted.
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*All categories listed from PAST CA may help give insight to possible activities
on the MIGRATION CA, but do not represent guarantees. 

224 holders (As of May 31st, 2024)
Multiple bundled wallets. Many between 3-4 wallets each containing 200 

       million HIVE or less. One bundle of 14 wallets with same makeup
Top 10 wallets contain 6.75% of total supply
Top 10 wallets individually hold between 1.0% and 0.449% of the total
supply
Top wallet holds 1 billion HIVE worth $9.12k
1.41 ETH in taxes has been collected thus far
Current liquidity/market cap percentage is 31.39%
52,279,230,595 HIVE tokens burned (52.28%) in previous CA
2 Total Telegram KOLs (As of May 28th 2024)
New Contract Taxes:

       - 1% to Burning
       - 1% to Liquidity
       - 1% to Marketing 
       -These fees CANNOT be altered as they are hard-coded into the contract

Tax wallets
        -0xF9ad63b26fd5806642357991b182F0Cd69034A6b Marketing Tax Wallet

Liquidity is locked, but it was accidentally sent through vesting instead
       -This may lead to confusion with scanners and new buyers
       -Etherscan/vesting transaction link

Owner wallet: 0x3a4d5be444a905bf15c8571470f2b62268f4e4fc
There is no team wallet

https://etherscan.io/tx/0xc2063abcbf7cd0291ef1d3db7a944e280dda573a3e85f311da4f458db664a891
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Funds were followed looking back through the CA and tax wallets in order to
ensure proper use and nothing that would give concern to investors. Everything
was managed appropriately by the owner. For example:
Wallet 0x8280b9d811061B56E1a2053c850d6945C8106b3E sent 31k to
Wallet 0x2c713CA3b4953aD1aC39e2CEc52213FBBAeE839B sent 30k to 
Wallet 0x91B54833Bacc47f2f5d11104De6C15b6EA7b40cf which sent 30k to
Wallet 0x0aaaaE21BC91e5C57DD8E0A87a91740b7A12d70e (One step away from
MOST RECENT CA)
Multiple payments were then made in relation to the project and the creation of
the Hive Cannon with these funds.

Owner is extremely active and easy to reach. Quickly responds as needed.
Telegram chat is incredibly lively and resembles that of a meme coin at a much
higher market cap.

No similar contracts found from other projects
Cannon Fires:

       -@0x202447 ($TRUMP)      #0x202447 
       -@XenoWaveAI                     $XWAVE
       -@TeamZkLock                      $ZKLK
       -@BraceNetwork_                 $BRACE
       -@theneurahub                     $NEURA  (Fired twice)
       -@GrowTheHive                    $HIVE

Socials:
       -https://t.me/Hive_Mind_Official
       -https://twitter.com/GrowTheHive
       -https://www.dextools.io/app/en/ether/pair-explorer/
        0xc3949b9711d95cd0128dcbecb9f289fabc9a84a5?t=1716049574241
       -https://cannon.app/
       -https://growthehive.org

      

https://twitter.com/0x202447TR
https://twitter.com/hashtag/0x202447?src=hashtag_click
https://t.me/Hive_Mind_Official
https://twitter.com/GrowTheHive
https://www.dextools.io/app/en/ether/pair-explorer/0x44a320651c4e77bdb186a72bcec74e1a343e8f27?t=1715867621239
https://www.dextools.io/app/en/ether/pair-explorer/0xc3949b9711d95cd0128dcbecb9f289fabc9a84a5?t=1716049574241
https://www.dextools.io/app/en/ether/pair-explorer/0xc3949b9711d95cd0128dcbecb9f289fabc9a84a5?t=1716049574241
https://cannon.app/
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100 Billion Supply
Taxes: Total = 3%

       Burn Fee = 1%
       Marketing Fee = 1%
       Liquidity Fee = 1%

No Updating Taxes
No Whitelist
No Blacklist
No Burn (handled in Transactions only)
No Mint (handled in Constructor only)
No Trading Cooldown
Can Update Wallets
All functions have proper modifiers

       -External onlyOwner was used as appropriate in order to further save on gas
        costs in this contract.

 The contract is not renounced, however, even if not renounced there is
nothing negative that could be done as seen above. It would still be
recommended to renounce for the sake of scores on automated scanning
sites.
PREVIOUS CA Gas: Buy 183,944 / Sell 112,384
NEW CA Gas: Buy 168,208 / Sell 110,755



The contract uses msg.sender instead of tx.origin for authorization so as to
avoid any AUTHENTICATION vulnerabilities.
The contract utilizes Safe Math Library to ensure no INTEGER OVERFLOW and
UNDERFLOW vulnerabilities.
There are no calls to untrusted contracts that would make it vulnerable to
REENTRANCY ATTACKS.
There is risk due to CENTRALIZED CONTROL, however, this is a one man team
and thus proper discretion has been taken into consideration as there are no
other team members to rely on. Although there is not much that can be
accessed within the contract, a multi-signature wallet could still be used to
help prevent breaches as someone could gain access then alter tax wallets
before renouncing. 
The contract is vulnerable to front running.
This contract has been checked for a multitude of other common
vulnerabilities and has passed.

Manual Contract Review 
Vulnerabilities
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Function Flow Map
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We conducted a background check on The Hive Mind, reviewing their digital
footprints including wallets, websites, and any earlier projects. Our investigations
did not reveal any concerns, indicating no red flags with their operations or
history. These thorough checks provides assurance of their transparency!

The Hive Mind has successfully completed their KYC with Innovia Trust. The
rigorous nature of Innovia Trust’s verification process, which includes identity
checks and anti-fraud measures, lends significant credibility to this validation.  In
addition to our KYC process, we have discovered mutliple accurate photos shared
of the owner along with many personal details as he doxxed himself to his
community. There are also instances of community members meeting with the
owner in real life as well, further exemplifying his commitment to transparency.

Team Owner KYC’d:
@Mudd_Dobber- Owner

Tier 1 Country 
Document Scans: Completed
Video Analysis: Completed
Risk Score: 0 (PASS) (40)

The team is only made up of one person and that is the owner himself. He has
contracted out work when he has needed help to those in the community that he
trusts. Mudd ensures he remains extremely active inside his community and
often engages with other communities to build trust before deciding where to fire
his cannon next.

 It is our opinion that all of this information together solidifies The Hive Mind’s
place as a truly trustworthy project in the cryptocurrency industry.
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The Hive Mind is a collective conscious of like-minded individuals who prefer
to move as one unit. It is this mindset that the idea of the Low Orbit Ion
Cannon was born. The Low Orbit Ion Cannon is a system in which the users
can pool their ETH into 1 deployer and collectively make a purchase as one
unit. This allows everyone to be able to buy into a prospective project for the
same price, allowing for fair distribution, and immense gas savings. They have
already deployed the cannon 7 times on 6 projects, proving the system to
work.  
 
Decentralized Hamster: The project is going to select projects for the Low
Orbit Ion Cannon using their new mascot, a hamster. The way this is achieved
is that the Hamster, or affectionately known as “Hammy”, will be placed into
a intricate maze with potential projects as “Destinations” for him to escape
to. These events will be live streamed so as not have any sort of manipulation
into what projects he chooses. This also presents itself as an excellent
marketing tactic and a potential revenue source for the Hive. These events
can sell ad space, as well as projects can place bids to be on the maze board
before the show starts. Potential projects will first be ran through a vetting
process so as to not allow any sort of scams or malicious communities to
participate. Potential for betting on the show and where the hamster goes is
also in the works, so that the community can actively engage with the project
even further. The added meme possibilities for the hamster and the different
costumes it can wear are also endless and can contribute greatly to the
marketing.
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Total Points Summary

FINANCIALS: 17/20
A thorough deep dive of the financials has been conducted of The Hive Mind project
checking into connected wallets as well as into the taxes themselves and their
utilization. There were no irregularities found during this deep dive and the owner
was forthcoming in the few questions we had, which matched what we expected to
hear.  So far as funds are concerned, the Hive Mind is a very special case when it
comes to cryptocurrencies as most projects would undergo greater price fluctuations
and higher volume, but that is not the case here. Instead those who join enter a
community where they stay and hold, creating a token that often reaches one all
time high after another. This is important as unfortunately it does not generate as
much in taxes as would normally with other projects in this same market cap range.
Less taxes means less is available for use in the tax wallets as well.

CONTRACT: 36/40
Much of the reason for migrating was to ensure a safer contract and to clear up any
issues that remained with the prior one. The goal was to obtain a perfect score with
the automatic scanners so those new to the project would know this was a
trustworthy community they were entering into. Unfortunately, when it comes to
automatic scanners the score may still be reduced as it can still be confused as it
looks for taxes that can be changed even though they are defined as constants, or
the liquidity that was accidentally vested instead of locked, plus how this was
purposefully meant to be left as an unrenounced contract. Even though steps were
put into places in order to make improvements in this contract, there may be more
communication needed with new investors to explain these steps as the scanners
will not do it for them. While we ourselves may not take away a large deal of points
for being unrenounced due to the way this contract was designed with safety in
mind, scanners will not take reasoning into account.

KYC: 40/40
The owner of the project, @Mudd_Dobber, has undergone our rigorous KYC process.
This process includes verification of a government issued ID, as well as a video call.
Info gathered from the call is then cross referenced for matching data and details to
ensure the validity of the claims from the applicant. Not only did the owner present
true and verified information, but data about himself was also verified, corroborating
his story. Mudd has also sent photos of himself to many people in his project’s
telegram group, as well as to members of our very own team. Many members of the
chat group also have met him in person and have developed a relationship with him
outside of crypto. Thus our team feels certain in giving Mudd a perfect KYC score.

Financials: 17/20 | Contract 36/40 | KYC 40/40

SCORE: 93/100
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Conclusion
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The Hive mind is not only a technically safe project as shown through this report, but a
well thought out one that looks out for the best interests of its community. Through
the use of the Low Orbit Ion Cannon, a hamster for marketing, and developing a
strong community in itself, The Hive Mind is a truly unique project that looks to be a
standout for the future. The owner is exceptionally active in the chat and receptive of
new ideas for marketing and utility, as well as properly integrating himself into his
community and that of partners alike. The community itself is also involved as a
means of marketing, as they are the ones responsible for running the X account for
the Hive Mind and do so purely because of their love for what they are creating
together. The community has also rallied together for the relaunch and self funded a
marketing wallet to ensure proper exposure when the time came. Innovia Trust finds
The Hive Mind to be a phenomenal project for both what it has accomplished during
this migration as well as for what it represents as a community.



Innovia Trust disclaims any responsibility for the outcomes of any investments made
through our research. Users are encouraged to conduct their own research on any
topics mentioned here-within. Innovia Trust is not responsible for any changes that
might be made to a contract, whitepaper, website, or the actions that might take place
by team members. The contracts audited offer no guarantee that they remain free of
bugs, exploits, or any other vulnerabilities. The services provided by Innovia Trust are
subject to dependencies and are constantly under development. Due to the ever
developing nature of cryptocurrencies, it is possible reports may include false
positives, negatives, and results that may differ if actions have been taken by the
team under audit. Innovia Trust offers their expertise in order to improve upon safety
for both the development team as well as the community, but any relevant changes
are left to the responsibility of the development team themselves. Some information
from this report is kept private for the safety of the project and the team themselves.
Certain results and vulnerabilities were omitted due to negative results, minimal
concern, and/or sake of importance.

Your privacy and trust are of utmost importance to us. If you see anything suspicious,
have any questions, or there are any concerns regarding our services, please contact
us at info@innoviatrust.io and let us know.

Disclaimer
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